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Abstract
This paper illustrates how new object-oriented programming techniques and flexible data structures can be utilized to make off-line power system analysis applications available to the EMS environment. De-mystifying EMS systems, applications, and data structures we describe the basics of integrated architectures that have been implemented at some of the largest control centers in the United States. These new systems are allowing operators and EMS engineers to use powerful analysis and visualization tools to support the needs of modern power system operation.

1. Introduction
Modern power system control center operations face numerous challenges originated in the economic forces of deregulation and technology development. These forces have resulted in more stressed operation close to security limits in power systems around the World. Past blackout events in New York and Italy reflect the complexity of real-time control and the need to enhance existing systems with tools that can predict dangerous conditions and alert the operator to take corrective actions [1,2]. It also points out the need of better integration between real-time operations and system planning.

Historically, real-time operations and system planning have been separated both from the enterprise process point of view and from the technologies therein utilized. There were few processes “in the middle”. This separation created numerous technological difficulties to power system and computer engineers. The real-time features needed by the data acquisition and processing functions of EMS systems forced EMS vendors to use real-time operating systems. The planning environment on the other hand adopted a much less expensive personal computer approach. The proliferation of generic personal computers resulted in fast evolution of new algorithms, visualization and graphical user interfaces. Ironically, the more expensive real-time environment did not evolve as fast as the personal computer industry. As a consequence, some analysis and visualization features that are available in the planning environment have not been implemented in real-time systems. In addition, the core algorithms in most operative EMS systems have not migrated to object oriented programming and maintain their Fortran and C implementations, considerable limiting technological development.

2. EMS and Planning Models
At the core of this process separation are the power system EMS and planning models that were adopted by the industry. While real-time EMS applications model the complete topology of the power system at the breaker-node level, the planning model is a less detailed bus-branch model that was more portable and easy to use in personal computers. Core applications, such as the power flow and contingency analysis, which in essence are meant to model the same system and determine the same quantities require different implementations in the planning and in the real-time environment. In addition, since most of the technology utilized in real-time systems was proprietary, for the longest time there was no mechanism to compare models that were supposed to mimic the same physical system and to determine their consistency. Even with great advances in networking, open operating systems, databases, and the internet, there are few control centers that work with fully compatible planning and real-time cases. This was pointed out as a strong limitation for the post-mortem analysis developed by task force that investigated the New York 2003 blackout [1].

In the EMS model, system elements and devices are specified by names. Some EMS systems use a three-level naming convention STATION–VOLTAGE LEVEL–DEVICE ID to represent system elements and devices. For instance a name ADAMS 13.8KV GEN1 denotes a unique generator in the system, which is connected to a 13.8kV node in the Adams station. For branches,
a convention is FROM_STATION–VOLTAGE–TO_STATION. For instance, line ADAMS 230KV ALDENE. This type of naming convention allows operators to easily recognize different elements for alarm and action processing [3]. On the other hand, the planning (bus-branch) model consists of buses and branches which are identified by bus numbers. All devices are attached to buses and adopt the corresponding bus number.

Deregulation and electricity markets have created a tremendous need to overcome this planning and EMS separation and have created great integration possibilities. There are many examples of processes where EMS and planning compatibility would be of great service [4]. Seamless exchange of models between these two environments would result in significant benefits, including enhancement of operating practices, increase in the capability to predict insecure conditions in the system, better tools to identify economic opportunities in the electricity markets as well as to monitor market efficiency, unification of control center technologies, and savings in time and cost of personnel training.

3. Topology Processing

In this section we describe Topology Processing, the algorithm utilized to dynamically generate a smaller planning representation of the EMS system and how references that allow mapping quantities from the EMS model to the planning model are kept.

Figure 1 shows a typical configuration of a small station. Transmission lines are connected to the bus bar sections through circuit breakers. Given a breaker status configuration we can determine groups of nodes that correspond to the same electric point and that are called Electric Areas. Each electric area in the EMS model corresponds to a bus in the planning model. While it is possible to generate a planning model from the EMS model and the breaker statuses, it is not possible to know the EMS model from a planning case. When a planning case is created from the EMS model, it is customary to number the resulting buses sequentially. Because the number of electric areas changes dynamically as breakers change their statuses over time, the number of a given bus does not remain the same from one data retrieval to the next. While off-line planning cases keep the same bus numbers, any planning model generated from the EMS will have different bus numbers. This is why it is difficult to compare EMS and planning cases.

There are two types of topology processing [5,6]:

a) **Full topology processing**, in which the planning model is created from scratch

b) **Incremental Topology Processing**, in which the breaker statuses that have changed since the last data update are identified and the electric areas and buses are split or merged correspondingly updating the topology of the existing planning case.

In full topology processing, the planning model is re-created during each EMS sequence. The identification of the electric areas of the system is implemented with a recursive function whose implementation is summarized as follows:

routine **FullTopologyProcessing**

**set** all nodes as not visited
**for each node do**
  **if node was not visited then**
    **create** a new EA with this node inside
    **add** EA to the list of electric areas
    **setElectricArea**(node,EA)
  **end**;
**end**;

**function SetElectricArea**(node,EA)

**set** node as visited
**while** there is a connection from the node **do**
  **if the connection is a closed breaker then**
OtherNode = connection.OtherNode
if OtherNode was not visited then
    add OtherNode to node list in EA
    add connection to breaker list in EA
    SetElectricArea(OtherNode,EA)
end
end
end

This recursive function is fast and can identify all the areas in very large models in less than a second. At the end of the process we obtain a list of electric areas, each one of them containing a list of nodes and a list of breakers.

The second step in full topology processing is to merge the nodes that are inside each electric area. The following function summarizes how this is done:

routine NodeMerging
for each ElectricArea do
    move all gens, loads and shunts to pnode
    move all the node pointers to pnode
    remove the breakers inside the ElectricArea
    update connect branch terminal to pnode
    update pointers of remotely regulated buses
end

At the end of this process, all except one node from each electric area has been removed. This preserved node (pnode) has now attached to it all the devices that were previously attached to other nodes in that electric area. All closed circuit breakers have been removed. All external transmission lines, series devices, phase shifters, etc that had a terminal in a node of the electric area have moved its terminal to the pnode. All other pointers of remotely regulated buses, etc are updated to the pnode.

The nodes that have been preserved in the model become buses in the planning model, and thus there are no circuit breakers, isolators, junctions, or bus sections in the model anymore. Typically the planning model has about 10% of the number of nodes present in the EMS model [7,8].

4. Incremental Topology Processing

This algorithm updates the planning model based on the updated circuit breaker status during data retrieval. Suppose hypothetically that all circuit breakers of the power system were closed. Then the electric areas would be as large as possible, but they will still be limited by the boundaries of the voltage level within a substation. Either a transformer or a transmission line will separate a group of breakers from the other. Let us call these special electric areas a breaker group. By running full topology processing assuming that all circuit breakers are closed we can determine all the breaker groups in the system. We note that these breakers groups are constant unless the EMS model is modified with new devices or changes in the physical topology of the system. Hence, the breaker groups can be determined during database generation.

In order to update the planning model due to changes in breaker statuses only those breaker groups that include breakers that changed their statuses need to be re-processed. Incremental topology processing can then be implemented by running full topology processing only on those breaker groups.

routine IncrementalTopologyProcessing
for each breaker do
    if breaker status changed then
        set breaker group as modified
    end
end
for each node do
    if node is in a modified breaker group then
        set node as not visited
        restore node breaker group
    end
end
run FullTopologyProcessing (without setting nodes as not visited)

5. Re-Usable Data Structures

The EMS model can be stored in the same data structures that are used to store the planning case. In order to realize this, we should note that that nodes, junctions and bus bars can be stored as buses, while circuit and section breakers can be stored as (zero impedance) branches. Having the EMS and the planning model in the same data structures has a number of advantages:

• It facilitates converting the EMS model into a planning model.
• It allows comparing existing planning models with models derived form the EMS.
• It allows sharing the models for use by other applications.
• It simplifies data engineering.
• It facilitates software maintenance and software enhancement.
EMS device IDs are preserved in the case as custom string fields. This allows keeping track of the original device names, mapping results after the solution, and visualizing devices in both systems.

5.1 Source and Copy Objects

A basic technique within topology processing is to use copy and source object at the model and object level. This is straightforward if an object-oriented architecture is used for the implementation. The references to source and copy objects are initialized during object creation and removed before object destruction. The power system model will have a pointer to a copy and a source model.

Prior to full topology processing a copy of the EMS model is created and kept in memory. Topology processing then acts on the copy model which gets “consolidated” into a planning case. Objects in the copy model have only source objects, while objects in the source model have only copy objects. References from objects in the source case to objects in the copy case are maintained during topology processing. Handling source and copy objects allows for very fast mappings. For instance, if one needs to determine what is the bus into which an EMS node was consolidated during topology processing, one has to look at the EMS node’s copy node. On the other hand, if one solves the power flow on the planning case and wants to map a generator’s MW output to the EMS model, on just passes the field values to the source object. This is illustrated in Figure 2 for node1, which has been “consolidated” into node 4 and for generator B.

Using source and copy objects has the advantage that one can create copies from the copy, etc. Let us consider the case of the user needing a case for study model. After topology processing has taken place, both the EMS and the planning models are available in memory. If changes in study mode do not include modifications of the system node/breaker topology, then a copy of the planning model can be made. Otherwise a copy of the EMS full model can be obtained in order to initialize the study mode session. This architecture also allows the creation of multiples copies for different applications, parallel processing, etc.

5.2 Restoring Functions

During incremental topology processing, only those breaker groups that have changed are reprocessed, i.e., the closed breakers are determined and the corresponding buses are obtained by merging the resulting electric areas. Before this occurs, the electric group needs to be restored, i.e., all the original nodes of the electric group are re-created together will all the circuit breakers inside the group, and all device references are changed from the pnodes to the original nodes. This restoration process uses copy and source objects and takes place as follows

1. All breakers in the EMS model that have changed status since the last scan are flagged:
   
   ```
   Breaker.StatusChanged = True.
   ```

2. Flag breaker groups that need to be reprocessed. Since EMS breakers know to which breaker group they belong we can go through all the breakers:

   ```
   for all breakers do begin
     if Breaker.StatusChanged = True then
       Breaker.BG.MustProcess = True
   end
   ```

   For each breaker group that must be processed, do the following

3. Copy to the planning model the nodes of the breaker group, except those that are electric area preserved nodes (pnodes). The nodes that were copied do not have any devices connected to them.

![Figure 2: Mapping from Copy and Source Objects](image)
4. Copy all the breaker group breakers to the planning model, except those that may be already in the planning case. A breaker may still be in the planning case since it was opened during the previous scan and may be separating two electric areas in the electric group.

5. Move the breaker group devices, which are connected to the electric areas pnodes in the planning model to the recently restored nodes. Generators, loads and shunts are connected to a single node. Thus the original connection node for these devices is determined using the source object:
   

For transmission lines and transformers it needs to be determined which end of the branch must be moved to the original node. This is easily done by finding whether the terminal node is actually in the corresponding breaker group that is being restored.

6. After all the breaker groups have been restored in this manner, topology processing takes place on the restored breaker group. This is a very fast approach that manages to update the planning model topology.

### 5.3 Retrieval Architectures

A basic design goal of power system applications is to make them compatible with different EMS database platforms ranging from flat text files and relational databases to historical databases [9,10]. The application must be designed to retrieve a snapshot of the system, i.e., a complete description of the power system at a certain point in time, usually equivalent to the state estimator solution or a complete set of the process measurements, indications, and events. This goal is achieved with generic objects capable of interacting concurrently with different data source types. To the operator it is irrelevant whether the data comes from one or more data sources of different types. The data sets are unified through the model and diagrams managed by the application, facilitating discovery of relevant information for analysis.

A related goal is displaying information of particular types without the need to model the entire real-time snapshot. For visualization purposes, the data sets of the system snapshot are typically grouped by:

- Object type: node, substations, zone, or control area.
- Level of detail, for instance substation object or substation topology diagrams at the node/breaker level.
- Thematic diagrams such as voltage contouring, marginal price profiles, reactive power reserves, etc.

Often, control center operators require a specific model that requires only a small subset of the entire real-time snapshot. In order to achieve this, the visualization application uses the concept of aliases. An *alias* is data point name that relates the value in the data source to a graphical object in the diagram. As an example, suppose that a certain 138kV bus named ADAMS 138KV NODE 1 in the system has a real-time voltage of 136.3KV. We can define an alias called ADAMS 138KV NODE 1.VOLTKV where the first part of the name is typically the EMS name and the suffix is the quantity type. The datasource contains a table of this alias together with the real-time value. It also contains a table of alias subscriptions. An *alias subscription* is a mapping from a graphical object field to the alias. For example, the following subscription:

```
3465, BusKVVolt, ADAMS 138KV NODE 1.VOLTKV
```

states that the KV voltage field of bus 3465 drawn in the oneline diagram will display the KV value associated to the alias ADAMS 138KV NODE 1 which corresponds to the actual bus in the system. Figure 3 illustrates the main concept of the alias subscription architecture.

The use of aliases and alias subscriptions completely decouples the EMS data from the objects. In this manner, models with as little as few key devices can be built regardless of the EMS data model. A second advantage is that by creating fictitious devices, the objects in the diagram do not have to correspond to actual devices. Suppose that only the flows through a set of phase shifters need to be displayed in a diagram. Then phase shifters graphical objects can be drawn on the diagram with arbitrary from and to node numbers and names. The fields of the phase shifter device will subscribe to the corresponding phase shifter aliases to display the correct values of for instance MW flow and phase angle. If the voltages at the from and to ends of the phase shifters are to be displayed, the association between these bus objects and the actual devices must be established.
The state estimation is the principal component of what is called the EMS Sequence [11-13], which includes:

- Gross Error Detection (GED)
- Topology Processing
- Observability Analysis
- State Estimation
- Bad Data Detection

A dialog showing the summarized results for the state estimation sequence is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: EMS Sequence Result Dialog

Once a state estimator solution is obtained, one can take advantage of flexible data structures described in the previous sections in order to use applications that were previously limited to the off-line use into the online environment. These applications typically include:

- Operator Power Flow
- Sensitivity Analysis
- Contingency Analysis
- Economic Dispatch
- Optimal Power Flow and SCOPF
- Marginal Pricing
- Voltage Stability Assessment
- Transfer Capability Analysis
- Market Applications

All these applications would work over the planning representation of the EMS model, which is continuously being updated by the incremental topology processing function. Solutions of the different applications can be readily applied to the EMS model for visualization purposes using the existing references to the source objects. This integration of off-line with real-time systems has numerous advantages to the utility business processes and to the overall operation of power systems.
Large control centers in the US are starting to take advantage of these flexible data structures and software to combine the power of of-line and online applications to enhance their performance.

7. Conclusions

EMS models can be stored and analyzed using the same data structures and routines used in planning models. One can develop planning models using topology processing algorithms.

Flexible data structures including source and copy objects, restore functions and retrieval methods can be utilized to achieve flexibility to move results and data back and forth between EMS and planning models.

Using these flexible data models analytical applications that were previously limited to the of-line system can be utilized within the real-time environment to boost system analysis and enhance power system operations. These new architectures are being used successfully in large control centers in the US.
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